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*102 I. What is Trademark Dilution?
The Federal Trademark Dilution Act of 1995 (FTDA) amended § 45 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1127, to define dilution
as “the lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify and distinguish goods or services, regardless of the presence or
absence of (1) competition between the owner of the famous mark and other parties, or (2) likelihood of confusion, mistake,
or deception.”1 Although at the time the FTDA was passed, approximately twenty-five states had made dilution actionable,
Congress reasoned that a “federal dilution statute [was] necessary because famous marks ordinarily are used on a nationwide
basis . . . and some courts [were] reluctant to grant nationwide injunctions for violation of state law.”2 Congress’s intent in
passing this legislation was to protect “the substantial investment the owner has made in the mark and the commercial value
and aura of the mark itself”3 even in the absence of direct competition and confusion.4 Congress felt confusion “leads to
immediate injury, while dilution is an infection, which if allowed to spread, will inevitably destroy the advertising value of
the mark.”5 Some actionable examples members of Congress contemplated in passing this legislation were “DUPONT shoes,
BUICK aspirin, and KODAK pianos.”6
Dilution law, in contrast to trademark infringement law, is directed at protecting trademark holders rather than consumers.7
Dilution does not require actual or even likely confusion in potential purchasers;8 its protection is broad and is designed at its
core to protect the mental associations that firms invest large sums of money creating and maintaining. It is no surprise, then,
that dilution law finds much of its grounding in cognitive psychology.9
*103 It is well known that marketing can have powerful psychological effects. In fact, there are entire fields of marketing
designed to modify consumer perceptions of brands.10 These techniques have been coined “neuromarketing.”11
Neuromarketing research indicates that marketers can succeed not only in inciting demand but in changing consumer
opinions.12 Most shockingly, marketers can change opinions formed even after a product has been consumed and judgments
about the product have been made.13
There is extreme value, then, in the enigmatic workings of influencing the consumer subconscious.14 Dilution law protects
associations, snap judgments, and sub-cognitive brand information that lurk in the inner depths of the consumer’s mind.15 The
obvious problem, though, in protecting such intangibles is measurement. How does one measure whether the strength of
subliminal associations or subconscious positive feelings have been harmed or diminished--especially in light of the fact that
its very operation is somewhat mystifying?
Since the FTDA was signed into law, courts have struggled in determining exactly what is required for a successful showing
of dilution, mostly because of these inherent measurement difficulties. Some federal courts at first took the more concrete
route and held that to levy a successful dilution claim, the FTDA requires “actual economic harm to the famous mark’s
economic value by lessening its former selling power.”16 In contrast, other courts ruled that “‘[c]ontextual factors’ have long
been used to establish infringement . . . [so there is] no reason why they should not be used to prove dilution.”17 The Supreme
Court resolved this circuit split in Moseley v. V Secret Catalogue, Inc.18
*104 II. The Significance of the Moseley Decision
In Moseley, the petitioners owned and operated a retail store under the name “Victor’s Little Secret,” which sold adult
novelties and gifts.19 Victoria Catalogue, Inc., the famous sellers of the upscale lingerie brand, “Victoria’s Secret,” sought to
enjoin the Moseleys from using a trade name so similar to its own, claiming such a use would dilute its valuable brand

identity.20 The Supreme Court decided in Moseley that in order for a plaintiff to wage a successful trademark dilution claim
under the Trademark Act of 1995, it must demonstrate “actual dilution” through a showing of harm.21 The Court reasoned
that the statutory text “unambiguously requires a showing of actual dilution, rather than a likelihood of dilution.”22
Although the Moseley decision cleared up ambiguity over the standard for an FTDA claim, it failed to offer substantial
guidance on how one might prove “actual dilution.” What precisely or even broadly constitutes actual dilution is noticeably
absent from the opinion. However, Justice Stevens did intimate that in the case of identical marks actual harm may be
presumed, and also that in situations with non-identical marks survey evidence may contribute to the required proof, but no
mention of what these surveys should demonstrate or what else a plaintiff can use as proof was discussed.23
Moseley also failed to address at least one other important dilution question--what breeds of dilution the FTDA actually
embraces.24 Many state anti-dilution laws recognize dilution as either “blurring” or “tarnishing.”25 Dilution through blurring
occurs “where the defendant uses or modifies the plaintiff’s trademark to identify defendant’s goods and services, raising the
possibility that the mark will lose its ability to serve as a unique identifier of the plaintiff’s product.”26 Dilution by
tarnishment occurs when a trademark is “‘linked to products of shoddy quality, or is portrayed in an unwholesome or
unsavory context,’ with the result that ‘the *105 public will associate the lack of quality or lack of prestige in the defendant’s
goods with the plaintiff’s unrelated goods.”’27 This bifurcation (later explicitly adopted by the Trademark Dilution Revision
Act of 2006 (TDRA)) allows a broader range of dilution claims to be brought because use of a junior mark that either (1)
connects the senior mark with lewd or negative imagery or shoddy quality (tarnishment), or in some way (2) disrupts the
mental association consumers had with the brand (blurring) is recognized.28 However, Moseley, although not deciding the
issue, seriously questioned whether the FTDA protected tarnishment at all:
Whether [tarnishment] is actually embraced by the statutory text, however, is another matter. Indeed, the contrast between the
state statutes, which expressly refer to both “injury to business reputation” and to “dilution of the distinctive quality of a trade
name or trademark” and the federal statute which refers only to the latter, arguably supports a narrower reading of the
FTDA.29
Moseley was not only viewed as setting a harsh standard for dilution by commentators, and one that missed the mark in terms
of the original law’s intent, but was also heavily criticized for not offering clarity as part of this tradeoff.30 In the years
following Moseley, Stevens’s reasoning regarding identical marks proved to be the most directly applicable aspect of the
opinion.31 It provided a quick, fairly easy, and tangible test that lower federal courts naturally gravitated towards.32 Yet, for
non-identical marks, the standard appeared to be opaque.33
*106 III. The Trademark Revision Act of 2006
Three years later, Congress, apparently uneasy with the new “actual dilution” standard of proof and the doubt Moseley cast
on dilution via tarnishment,34 passed the Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006 (TDRA).35 The Act, signed into law on
October 6, 2006,36 legislatively overruled the Moseley decision.37 During congressional hearings on the Act, an International
Trademark Association (ITA) representative testified that “[b]y the time measurable, provable damage to the mark has
occurred much time has passed, the damage has been done, and the remedy, which is injunctive relief, is far less effective.”38
The House report displayed the frustration caused by Moseley, stating it “create[d] an undue burden for trademark holders
who contest diluting uses and should be revised.”39 Congress lessened this burden by adopting a new Trademark Dilution
Act; the new relevant language reads:
Subject to the principles of equity, the owner of a famous mark that is distinctive, inherently or through
acquired distinctiveness, shall be entitled to an injunction against another person who, at any time after
the owner’s mark has become famous, commences use of a mark or trade name in commerce that is
likely to cause dilution by blurring or dilution by tarnishment of the famous mark, regardless of the
presence or absence of actual or likely confusion, of competition, or of actual economic injury.40
This revision, most importantly, provides that using a mark that is “likely to cause dilution” is sufficient to trigger liability
under the Lanham Act, making clear that evidence of actual harm is not required.41 The Act also provides that marks that are
only locally famous do not qualify for protection.42 The text of the revised *107 Act now also overtly refers to both dilution
by blurring and dilution by tarnishment of the famous mark, provides elements of proof for each, and lists relevant factors for
a court to consider.43 Furthermore, by only referencing dilution by blurring and tarnishment, the revised Act implicitly

quashes the looming notion that other forms of previously-recognized dilution causes of action besides blurring and
tarnishment exist under the federal statute (e.g., dilution via diminishment).44
The new statute requires a plaintiff in an action alleging blurring to show, in addition to the preliminary requirements (i.e.,
use in commerce,45 famousness, distinctiveness, use by the alleged diluter of the junior mark after the senior mark has become
famous),46 (1) an association rooted in similarity between the marks and (2) a likelihood that the senior mark’s distinctiveness
is impaired as a result of such association.47 For tarnishment, the plaintiff must show, in addition to the preliminary elements,
that there is (1) an association rooted in similarity between the marks and (2) a likelihood that the association causes harm to
the senior mark’s reputation.48 Therefore, once an association due to similarity is proved between the two marks, a plaintiff
must show either that the association diminishes the senior mark’s distinctiveness or that there was harm to the mark’s
reputation (or both). However, even according to the more lenient statutory text of the TDRA, mere association between the
marks will not suffice.
*108 IV. Criticism of Dilution and the Conceptual Muddying of Two Separate Standards
Professor Farley is one among many who have criticized the elusive nature of dilution, claiming that
[f]or the last decade, the biggest question in trademark law has been how to prove dilution. This is a clear sign of something.
Can no smart attorney, judge, trademark owner, or social scientist figure out what dilution is and how to prove it? If not, why
not? I contend that it is because dilution cannot be concretized. It cannot be brought into the realm of the real. It exists only in
the realm of the imaginary. In intellectual property law today, this realm is powerful and a bit scary.49
The difficulty with dilution highlighted by Farley is most likely a function, at least in part, of measurement and the difficulty
of conceptually keeping confusion and dilution and their respective standards of proof separate and distinct. Courts routinely
meld confusion and dilution language together, even though two separate standards exist for proving each.50 For instance, in
Nabisco, Inc. v. PF Brands, Inc., the court stated, “[w]hen consumers confuse the junior mark with the senior, blurring has
occurred.”51 And in Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute Diggity Dog, LLC, the court incorrectly framed dilution in terms
of actual confusion, stating, “dilution [of a trademark] by blurring occurs when consumers mistakenly associate a famous
mark with goods and services of a junior mark, thereby diluting the power of the senior mark to identify and distinguish
associated goods and services.”52 However, not all cases follow this pattern. In Edina Realty, Inc. v. TheMLSonline.com, the
court carefully distinguished between likelihood of confusion and actual dilution.53 In describing that evidence of actual
confusion does not necessarily equate to evidence of dilution, the court stated
[p]laintiff primarily relies upon a handful of phone calls and emails from consumers, which may indicate a likelihood of
confusion. Even assuming that this is evidence of actual confusion caused by defendant’s use of plaintiff’s mark, it does not
prove actual dilution. Plaintiff has presented no evidence that the ability of the Edina Realty mark to serve as a unique
identifier of plaintiff’s services has been weakened.54

*109 V. Dilution and Infringement: A Non-Reciprocal Relationship
Although Edina Realty provides a nice distinction between how to think about dilution and infringement, its treatment of
confusion evidence is questionable.
Edina Realty operates under the premise that even evidence of actual confusion cannot satisfy the level of proof required to
establish actual dilution55--this conceptually is a bit knotty.56 As discussed earlier, dilution was designed to protect marketing
investments by firms that have succeeded in creating associations and snap judgments regarding their marks in the mind of
consumers.57 And dilution is either impairment of a mark’s distinctiveness or harm to its reputation, which occurs as a result
of another using a similar mark.58 Assuming famousness, timing, and similarity requirements are met, how could it be
possible for actual consumer confusion to exist over two marks without at least an ancillary impairment of the capacity to
identify the mark? Consumer confusion by its very nature is some evisceration of the capacity of a mark to identify its
source.59 In the case of confusion, not only has an association or a snap judgment been harmfully interfered with, but the
senior mark no longer identifies or solely identifies the very source it is intended to or once did (at least in the minds of a
significant population of consumers). Therefore, once it has been determined conceptually that confusion or a likelihood of
confusion exists, a weakening of the mark’s capacity should be presumed for dilution to be properly squared with its statutory

definition as long as the preliminary requirements of dilution are met. This is likely what the Louis Vuitton and Nabisco
courts were referring to when they inadvertently confused the concepts by linking together the definitions of dilution and
confusion and when they considered confusion evidence when applying an actual dilution standard. The language used in
Nabisco, Eldorado Stone, and Levi Strauss lends support to the conclusion that once actual confusion is established, dilution
should be presumed *110 (assuming, of course, the statutory preliminary requirements are met).60 Cases under the TDRA
support this interpretation.61
VI. Dilution Review when Confusion Evidence is Absent: Extra Sensitive or “Scalpel” Analysis
One way to think of confusion may be as “matured blurring,” where two marks have blurred to such a degree that consumers
can no longer tell them apart. Before such maturity ensues, however, and before customers are likely to be confused or
actually confused by the two marks, there exists a sensitive period of time--sometimes brief, sometimes long--where the mere
existence of the junior mark begins to weaken the presence of the senior mark. In some cases, it may even be that this
presence will never lead to (nor has the capacity to lead to) full scale confusion, but this does not undercut the logical
conclusion that once confusion can be established that dilution should not be presumed. Dilution, as Congress has made
clear, was enacted as a safeguard to prevent damage to a mark before it was too late; as such, true dilution occurs before the
blurring of a mark has matured into confusion.62 In sum, a mark can dilute without confusing (e.g., tarnishment or un-matured
blurring), but the author believes it would make little conceptual sense that a mark could confuse but not dilute (assuming the
preliminary statutory dilution factors are met). This proof framework described by the preceding two paragraphs is depicted
in Diagram 1.
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
*112 Diagram 1 depicts a variety of relationships regarding dilution and infringement standards of proof. As depicted, each
notch along the spectrum satisfies the proof requirements of any previous standard.63 For instance, the following relationships
are depicted (where --> represents: sufficient to prove):
1) Actual Confusion --> Likelihood of Confusion64
2) Actual Dilution --> Likelihood of Dilution65
3) Likelihood of Confusion --> Likelihood of Dilution66
4) Actual Confusion --> Likelihood of Dilution67
The authorities suggest that, far from actual confusion having no role in the dilution analysis, proof of actual confusion and
likelihood of dilution should be sufficient to establish actual dilution and likelihood of dilution, respectively. *113 However,
confusion evidence should not be necessary to show dilution. Therefore, a problem does not arise when courts consider actual
confusion in a dilution analysis, but when they seek it. As the Lanham Act makes clear, actual confusion is unnecessary to
prove either infringement or dilution.68 This is why courts--if dilution is to have any meaning at all--must approach dilution
analysis, as McCarthy cautions, not with a “sledge hammer but with a scalpel.”69 This is especially true in cases where
confusion has not yet blossomed from potential dilution because these are the true cases that federal dilution law was
designed to protect.70 Scalpel analysis is critically important in cases where no confusion exists because, although actual
confusion should satisfy both the likelihood of dilution and actual dilution standards, if such proof is available the dilution
remedy has already fallen short of its goal. Because it is impossible to “un-ring a bell” once it has been rung, Congress’s
intent in passing the dilution statute was to prevent large scale harm after the first clues that harm to a famous mark may be
approaching or--as some plaintiffs have put it--they are trying to stop a swarm of bees after a “solitary sting” or large scale
pollution after a “single drop of iodine.”71 If actual confusion can be demonstrated, serious damage to the mark has already
occurred, and the limited remedy afforded under the dilution statute, an injunction, may do little good--ineffectively serving
as a band-aid on a gunshot wound.
To explore scalpel analysis further, let us assume a hypothetical, similar to the situation in WAWA, Inc. v. Haaf, where there
are two competing 24-hour convenience store brands, “Wawa” and “HAHA.”72 Further, assume customers indicate (via
market surveys) that there is no confusion or likelihood of confusion *114 (and therefore no infringement), that HAHA and
Wawa are both separate and independent 24-hour food chains, and that consumers do not believe they are affiliated in any

way. However, when consumers think of Wawa convenience stores, they also think of HAHA convenience stores (there is a
mental association between the two marks, but again the consumers are not confused) and vice versa, due to the similarity in
the names themselves and similarity in the service and goods sold by each.
Under these facts, tarnishment might occur if, for example, HAHA introduced a large adult movie and merchandise section to
all of its convenience stores. Consumers might then come to associate the HAHA mark with deli foods and adult-themed
merchandise. Consumers may then begin to associate the pornographic practices of HAHA with Wawa, even though they are
not confused, because they associate the two brands broadly.73 We also have here more than mere association; we have
association coupled with negative impressions of the junior brand, HAHA, which spill over to the senior brand, Wawa.74
As demonstrated above, scalpel analysis can be relevant in tarnishment cases, but it can be of even more help in blurring
cases. For example, if consumers simply found it difficult to keep advertising, exclusive products, or promotions between the
two companies entirely distinct, then blurring might be occurring.75 Under these facts, even though consumers are not
confused in the traditional sense, (i.e., they are aware that HAHA and Wawa are not affiliated with one another and are
separate providers of a similar service) there can still be impairment of Wawa’s distinctiveness in the mind of customers if
Wawa stores can no longer keep consumers as interested in their products and aware of their promotions at the same rates
they were able to before HAHA began operating. This is similar to the outcome in Nabisco where the court found Pepperidge
Farm would have lost some ability to distinguish its brand in the mind of consumers via its distinctive goldfish crackers,
regardless of whether its consumers were actually confused as to the cracker’s origin, had the court not enjoined Nabisco’s
similar cracker production.76
*115 One way to demonstrate the blurring effect would be through consumer surveys designed to isolate any diminutive
effect caused by the similarity of the marks, as distinct from natural competitive forces. However, as this article will discuss,
this is often not an easy task. After all, it is likely that any 24-hour deli competitor, regardless of its name, would have a
diminutive effect on Wawa’s consumer base and similarly affect marketing and merchandising efforts. As was noted in I.P.
Lund Trading ApS v. Kohler Co., “demand for one product [or service] is almost always lessened whenever a competing
product achieves a measurable degree of success.”77 On these facts, it might even be easy to show a correlation between
HAHA’s market entry and economic harm. But linking this economic harm to the specific name choice of “HAHA” and not
to general market competition is where the surveying difficulty lies.
Scalpel analysis urges that courts, upon initial review, treat dilution claims, when confusion evidence is absent, in a sensitive
fact-intensive way. Courts should dig as deep as possible into all relevant evidence, particularly social science evidence and
surveys, considering all implications to distinguish as much as possible between natural competitive effects and dilutive
effects. Such careful analysis will prevent courts from ignoring a mere bee sting when the swarm may be looming.
The actual WAWA court (on facts slightly different than those recounted for the scalpel analysis exercise above) found the
plaintiff “established that its mark [would] be diluted either through blurring or parody.”78 To reach this conclusion, the court
applied Judge Sweet’s dilution test from Mead Data, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales.79 The Sweet test calls for six points of
inquiry in deciding whether dilution via blurring has occurred.80 Those six points are “[s]imilarity of the marks,” “[s]imilarity
of the products covered by the marks,” “[s]ophistication of customers,” “[p]redatory intent,” “[r]enown of the senior mark,”
and “[r]enown of the junior mark.”81 This test has drawn criticism as a result of its application of confusion-like factors in the
dilution context, which, as illustrated above, are conceptually different;82 such improper analysis is akin to grabbing the
sledgehammer when the scalpel is needed. The Lund court noted that “[t]he Sweet factors have been criticized by both courts
and commentators for introducing factors that ‘are the offspring of classical likelihood of confusion analysis and [that] *116
are not particularly relevant or helpful in resolving the issues of dilution.”’83 The Lund court further noted how one
commentator complained that “few of [the Sweet] factors bear any relation to whether a particular junior use will debilitate
the selling power of a mark.”84 The Sweet test and the criticism it has received further highlight the conceptual confusion with
dilution. But criticism of the Sweet test aside, the judge in WAWA found that the marks HAHA and Wawa were similar in
sight and sound, that the mark Wawa was renowned and HAHA was not, that the products sold by each store were similar,
and that their customers were not sophisticated.85 He also found some evidence of predatory intent, finding the claim that the
defendant, Mr. Haaf, named his store after the first two letters of his and his wife’s last name dubious (the relevance of this
factor is not explained).86 In reaching its conclusion, the court also considered survey evidence, which indicated that 29% of
consumers thought of Wawa when they saw the HAHA mark.87 This case was pre-Moseley, and the court did not apply the
“actual dilution” standard; nonetheless, the court reached its finding that dilution had occurred as a result of the survey
evidence (that tended to show a mental association in the mind of consumers between the two marks) and the Mead balancing
test.88

VII. Proving Actual Dilution
Circuit court decisions have extensively set up, added to, discussed, expounded upon, and criticized various likelihood of
dilution factors,89 but have rarely provided extensive discussion of the ways one can demonstrate actual harm. Yet, the “actual
dilution” standard remains relevant. Even after the TDRA, actual dilution is still an important standard for several reasons.
First, “twenty-two [] states have adopted a dilution statute similar to the FTDA as interpreted by Moseley *117 (e.g.,
requiring actual dilution).”90 Second, establishing actual dilution is a powerful tool for plaintiffs seeking to bring dilution
claims. Proving actual dilution when likelihood of dilution will suffice enhances the strength of the claim,91 which could lead
to more favorable settlement outcomes for plaintiffs. Third, federal courts have ruled that plaintiffs seeking monetary relief
for acts prior to October 6, 2006 must show proof of actual dilution.92
Justice Stewart once famously set forth the following phrase, “I know it when I see it,” in fashioning an appropriate test for
determining what constitutes obscene material under prior Supreme Court precedent.93 Although cliché, this test, in all its
vagueness, seems to apply equally as well to dilution. However, what any federal judge wants to “see”--even in light of the
Moseley actual dilution standard--to find dilution is anybody’s guess. As the court noted in Ty v. Softbelly’s, “we are not
sure what question could be put to consumers that would elicit a meaningful answer [as to whether dilution has occurred]
either in [Moseley] or this one.”94
There is no doubt that actual dilution is a difficult standard for plaintiffs to meet,95 and, if anything is clear, it is that mere
association, even close similarity (as distinguished from identity), between the marks is not enough.96 For instance, in Louis
Vuitton Malletier v. Dooney & Bourke, Inc., the plaintiff, a French designer famous for use of an intertwined “LV” on high
quality hand bags, launched a new line of handbags using the “LV” mark printed in bright colors on a white or black
background.97 Vuitton sued the defendant, Dooney & Bourke, under theories of both infringement and dilution for using a
pattern of bright intertwined DBs, also *118 on handbags, which Vuitton argued created a confusingly similar look to their
new line.98 In evaluating the dilution claim, the court stated “[a]ssuming Vuitton can prove fame and distinctiveness[,] it must
still offer evidence of actual dilution . . . [because s]imilarity in the marks--even a close similarity--will not suffice to
establish per se evidence of actual dilution.”99 The court demanded evidence that the “mark has reduced the capacity of
Vuitton’s Multicolor mark to identify handbags and accessories manufactured by Vuitton.”100 Although the court did not
suggest what such evidence might look like, it did note that “the mere fact that consumers mentally associate the junior user’s
mark with a famous mark is not sufficient to establish actionable dilution.”101 Because no actual evidence of dilution was
shown, the court dismissed the dilution claim.102 Louis Vuitton Malletier is but one example of many illustrating the difficulty
of proving actual dilution.
Below are several federal court decisions which either hint at, apply, or provide a starting point for techniques aimed at how
one may attempt to establish actual dilution.
A. Cases Applying and Discussing the Actual Dilution Standard of Proof
The court in Kellogg Co. v. Toucan Golf, Inc. recognized that “[d]ilution law, unlike traditional trademark infringement law,
does not exist to protect the public. It is not based on a likelihood of confusion standard, but only exists to protect the
quasi-property rights a holder has in maintaining the integrity and distinctiveness of his mark.”103 In this case, Kellogg,
seeking to protect its intellectual property rights in the popular breakfast cereal “Froot Loops” and mascot “Toucan Sam,”
brought a trademark infringement and dilution action against Toucan Golf, Inc. (TGI) for its use of a toucan drawing on golf
equipment.104 The court ruled that “Kellogg ha[d] failed to present evidence that any segment of the population recognize[d]
Toucan Sam as the spokesbird only for Froot Loops in lesser numbers than it did before TGI started using its toucan
marks.”105 Accordingly, the court affirmed the district court’s denial of Kellogg’s dilution claims.106
*119 Kellogg is somewhat instructive in that it does suggest what the court would have liked to have seen for it to find
dilution--namely survey evidence that some people recognize[d] Toucan Sam in lesser numbers than they did before any use
of a Toucan logo by TGI.107 However, this kind of proof requires a preliminary measure of consumer consensus that ceases to
exist once the junior use begins. Therefore, an implicit assumption of such proof is the unrealistic requirement that plaintiffs
should anticipate and plan for potential dilution claims through market surveys measuring consumer perceptions regularly,
before any evidence of potential dilution surfaces.

In Starbucks Corp. v. Wolfe’s Borough Coffee, Inc. (Starbucks I), the plaintiff brought an action seeking to enjoin the
defendant from marketing coffee under the label “Mister Charbucks.”108 The court considered the plaintiff’s survey evidence
that indicated “31% of the consumers surveyed associated the term ‘Charbucks’ with Starbucks, and that 43% of consumers
surveyed would have a negative impression of a coffee called ‘Charbucks.”’109 Recognizing that actual dilution does not have
to be proved directly, the court ruled that “[t]he weight and significance of the survey data and [any] other evidence” is the
province of the fact finder and allowed the dilution claim to withstand summary judgment.110
In Savin Corp. v. Savin Group, the plaintiff, Savin Corporation, was engaged in the business of marketing, selling, and
distributing business equipment.111 The defendants, The Savin Group, were New York based professional engineers, who had
registered the internet domain name www.thesavingroup.com and www.savineengineers.com.112 The plaintiff, who had
previously and registered and operated www.savin.com, brought a dilution and infringement action against the Savin Group
to enjoin the use of plaintiff’s “Savin” name in defendant’s domain names.113 The court held that “where a plaintiff who owns
a famous senior mark can show the commercial use of an identical junior mark, such a showing constitutes circumstantial
evidence of the actual-dilution element of an FTDA claim.”114 The court stressed that for this “presumption of dilution to
apply, the marks must be identical,” reasoning that “[s]trictly enforcing the identity requirement comports well with the
purposes of the FTDA . . . [as] the class of *120 parties protected by the FTDA is narrow.”115 Here, the court said that the
question of whether or not the two Savin marks were identical was a matter for remand.116
The Savin court, taking its cue from Moseley, provided another possible method by which a plaintiff could show actual
dilution. Savin provided that use of an “identical” famous mark creates a presumption of actual dilution.117 Despite making
efforts to painstakingly justify narrowly interpreting the similarity requirement, stating “[i]t cannot be overstated, that for the
presumption of dilution to apply, the marks must be identical,”118 Savin broadly recognized that “[o]ftentimes, the issue of
whether marks are identical will be context-specific and/or media-specific and factually intensive in nature.”119 The court
implied that marks, which upon a first glance do not perfectly match, may nonetheless be identical for dilution purposes (i.e.,
marks that are spelled the same but appear different in their respective logos, are pronounced differently, or have descriptors
added to the core term in website URLs may nonetheless still be “identical”).120
If nothing else, the above cases illustrate the lack of clear guidance for courts in deciding dilution cases. Kellogg indicates
that courts accept, at least theoretically, measurement of the senior mark’s brand strength before and after the use of a junior
allegedly diluting mark that indicates some loss in consumer perception and recognizability as evidence of dilution.121
While Kellogg provides some guidance on potential, but rather unlikely proof, Starbucks I may provide a more practical
approach.122 The survey evidence *121 provided in Starbucks I showed both association and negative impact.123 Specifically,
the results indicated “31% of consumers associated ‘Charbucks’ with Starbucks” and “43% would have a negative
impression of a coffee called ‘Charbucks.”’124 The court had before it evidence that 1) consumers associated Charbucks with
Starbucks and 2) Charbucks was viewed negatively by consumers.125 Although the evidence provided in Starbucks I was
found not strong enough to merit summary judgment, the district court did find it sufficient to create an issue of fact.126
A judge or a jury would have to connect some dots to reach a finding of dilution given the Starbucks I survey evidence (i.e.,
that proof of a mental association between a senior and junior mark and negative impressions of the junior mark leads to an
inference that the senior mark is similarly negatively affected).
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Diagram 2: Starbucks I Dilution by Deduction Possibilities
*122 A potential problem with viewing the statistics this way is that the consumers who identified an association between the
two brands may not have been the same consumers that would have a negative impression of Charbucks coffee. It is at least
theoretically possible that there is no overlap between the two groups;127 for instance, devout Starbucks customers, who would
never associate Starbucks with an imposter brand, could possibly be the only ones with negative impressions of the imposter
brand. Of course, the more likely situation is somewhere between Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 (see Diagram 2), where at least
some customers overlap, but the possibility that Scenario 1 may exist should cause concern. The more relevant statistic would
seem to be, of those finding an association, how many had a negative impression of Charbucks, and further, whether such a
negative impression of Charbucks coffee (the junior brand) would negatively affect consumer impressions of Starbucks (the

senior brand) or weaken its capacity to identify its goods. Bad consumer impressions of Charbucks could mean only that
customers would have reservations about the Charbucks coffee brand; it does not necessarily mean that any of the ill-will
towards Charbucks would carry over to Starbucks--for this, questions designed to test the direction and extent of the negative
impressions should have been included. Interestingly, the district court opinion did not report these relevant statistics and,
after holding a bench trial, found the proffered evidence did not meet the actual dilution standard.128 However, if the right dots
were connected (namely a connection between the negative attitudes towards Charbucks and Starbucks), this type of evidence
may have provided sufficient proof of dilution.129
On appeal, the Second Circuit remanded the case, ordering the district court to apply the TDRA retroactively and to lower the
governing standard to a likelihood of dilution.130 The Second Circuit expressed no opinion as to the sufficiency of the proof.131
Worthy of note is that the appellate brief now contained the relevant statistic discussed above: “Of the respondents who
mentioned ‘Starbucks’ as something that comes to mind upon hearing ‘Charbucks,’ 62% stated that they would have a
negative impression of a coffee named ‘Charbucks.”’132 Since this statistic is best depicted by Scenario 3 and forecloses any
Scenario 1 *123 occurrence, it is a more reliable measure; yet it does not provide all the proof needed for a finding of
dilution, as it still does not connect negative impressions of a coffee called Charbucks in any way to the senior mark
Starbucks. In this way, Starbucks I provides us with an interesting yet incomplete method of proving dilution since Starbucks
I provided only two steps of a three step proof. Whether or not the full three step method would be treated as sufficient by the
courts under actual dilution or even likelihood of dilution remains to be seen.
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Diagram 3: Actual Dilution by Deduction
Another interesting dilution case that considered survey evidence is Newport Pacific Corp. v. Moe’s Southwest Grill, LLC.133
In Moe’s Southwest Grill, the plaintiff, Newport Pacific Corporation, operated a chain of restaurants under the name
“Mo’s.”134 Mo’s had six restaurants on the Oregon coast that operated under its marks.135 The restaurants were family-style
with a coastal-style design theme.136 Mo’s was known for its clam chowder and was considered generally to be a seafood
restaurant, although a few other types of dishes appeared on the menu.137 Moe’s Southwest Grill, on the other hand, was not
known for serving *124 seafood dishes and was known primarily for its self-service Mexican-style restaurants, which served
burritos, tacos, quesadillas, and fajitas.138
Plaintiff’s expert witness, Dr. Itamar Simonson, conducted a series of surveys to estimate the actual dilution of Mo’s mark
resulting from the entry of Moe’s Southwest Grill.139 Dr. Simonson telephoned 472 consumers from the Oregon area and
asked if they had heard of Mo’s, Sizzler, Arby’s, Baja Fresh, McCormick & Schmick’s, Olive Garden, and two control
phantom names, Mary’s and Gary’s.140 If the customers indicated that they had heard of Mo’s, additional questions were
asked of them.141 He concluded that (1) approximately 61% of the surveyed customers had heard about Mo’s, (2) 30% of the
consumers in the target area came to associate Mo’s with the type of food of Moe’s (namely Mexican or Southwestern food),
and (3) customers in the control areas were 16% more likely to identify Mo’s as serving seafood.142
Dr. Simonson also conducted a likelihood of confusion survey in which he concluded that the rate of confusion between the
two chains, Moe’s and Mo’s, was 14%; he reached this conclusion by detailing a hypothetical experience that he and a friend
had at Moe’s.143 He explained the two dishes he and his friend ordered and asked the survey participants if they knew where
the two had eaten.144 If they answered “yes,” follow-up questions were asked.145 Interestingly, it seems that both surveys
measured confusion.
The survey Dr. Simonson designed to test actual dilution seems to be nothing more than an alternate measure of confusion. It
aimed to uncover the number of consumers that associated Mo’s trade name with the type of food Moe’s served. If people
were wrongly associating Mo’s with the type of food Moe’s served, this would seem to evince that consumers were confused
about the type of dishes Mo’s actually served. Such evidence should provide greater evidence than is needed to establish
dilution. One should have been able to illustrate that dilution was *125 occurring, for instance, via survey evidence that
would have tended to show that when Moe’s entered the market, consumers in general could not identify the type of food
Mo’s served in the same numbers they used to, regardless of the type of food they later attributed to it. Suppose before Moe’s
market entry, 40% of customers correctly identified seafood when asked what type of food Mo’s served, then after the entry
of Moe’s, only 15% of consumers made the same correct connection. It would not be necessary to show that consumers were
confusing the type of food Moe’s served with the type of food Mo’s served. The plaintiff would have simply needed to

demonstrate that since Moe’s, a similarly named food chain, began operating, customers were having trouble identifying the
characteristics of Mo’s and that Mo’s had lost some capacity to identify its goods.
The court did note some fundamental flaws with the Simonson studies.146 One flaw was that the survey was conducted
entirely by telephone, and when spoken, the words “Moe’s” and “Mo’s” are indistinguishable.147 The court stated “a
consumer indicating that he had heard of ‘Mo’s could have been referring to any of these businesses because there were not
adequate follow-up questions to identify the specific restaurant the consumer knew.”148
The court ultimately found that because Mo’s was primarily used in Oregon, it could not meet the famousness requirement of
the FTDA and that Mo’s was not a household name.149 However, on the infringement claim, the court found that the 14%
confusion rate from Simonson’s survey, even considering the inherent flaws, was enough to favor plaintiffs on the actual
confusion prong of the likelihood of confusion analysis.150
Although it is impossible to know, because the court never reached the dilution claim, courts like Moe’s Southwest Grill may
be receptive to considering traditional confusion evidence as evidence of dilution. The argument can be made that since
dilution may signal the precursor to infringement, a lower statistical value should be tolerated when confusion evidence is
presented; Moe’s Southwest Grill leaves the door open for this type of argument, especially when trying to establish proof
under the lower likelihood of dilution standard.151 In Adidas America, Inc. v. Kmart Corp., the plaintiff alleged that defendant
diluted its distinctive “three-stripe” shoe design, the senior mark, by marketing, selling, and offering two-and four-striped
imitations that were confusing similar to plaintiff’s distinctive *126 design.152 The defendant argued that no evidence of
actual dilution was shown, but the judge ruled that expert opinion evidence satisfied the proof requirement.153 The court stated
that the evidence was enough to establish dilution under both an actual dilution standard and a likelihood of dilution
standard.154 The expert opinion, written by Dr. Erich Joachimsthaler, concluded that presence of the two- and four-striped
shoe varieties were
(1) reducing [plaintiff’s] brand equity within the footwear market; (2) affecting the strength of the [senior] mark negatively in
the minds of consumers; (3) eviscerating the perception of the [senior] mark as signifying quality and a premium product;
and (4) impacting consumer loyalty associated with the [senior] mark.155
Although one section of Joachimsthaler’s report did review consumer surveys that were conducted by experts in connection
with other Adidas lawsuits (against Payless, Steve Madden, Fortune Dynamic, and Target) regarding confusingly similar
versions of Adidas’ three-stripe mark, this section of the report was ancillary to the main discussion, which reviewed the
Adidas brand history, strategy, and market at length.156 Further, no individualized consumer study was conducted to test for
possible dilutive or confusion effects as a result specifically of the K-Mart brand shoe.157 Interestingly, the court does not cite
to Joachimsthaler’s review of the confusion surveys. In fact, the four categories that the judge listed as probative in Adidas
were sections of the report with no mention of consumer survey evidence at all (these areas were brand equity, consumer
perception of mark strength and of product quality, and customer loyalty).158
Joachimsthaler’s report began with a general case for the importance of brand identity,159 and specifically the value of the
Adidas brand.160 He provided a history of the Adidas brand and discussed how Adidas built its brand and expanded *127
globally.161 He then talked specifically about the three-stripe design and what, in his expertise, it means to consumers.162 He
concluded that the three-stripe mark serves a dual purpose; first, it “enable[s] consumers to identify the [A]didas brand in
various usage contexts” and second, “the Three Stripes symbol and the Superstar design are visual means by which
consumers express allegiance to and identification with the values of the [A]didas brand.”163 He went on to discuss how
Kmart’s sale of similarly designed shoes harms the Adidas mark on a variety of “asset levels,” which Joachimsthaler defined
as (A) awareness,164 (B) associations,165 (C) perceived quality,166 and (D) loyalty.167
In sum, the above cases suggest at least five judicially alluded to methods that a plaintiff may attempt in order to establish
actual dilution: (1) conducting pre- and post-brand strength surveys,168 (2) showing an association between the senior and
junior marks, then showing negative consumer impressions or reactions of the junior mark’s products or services, and then
connecting those negative impressions to the senior mark’s reputation or ability to distinguish its goods or services,169 (3)
showing a commercial use of a mark that is “identical” (broadly defined) to the famous mark,170 (4) presenting traditional
confusion evidence (possibly even at values that would be considered weak in the infringement context),171 and (5)
introducing non-survey expert opinions.172
*128 Courts overwhelmingly favor the third category of proof, identical marks, in finding dilution.173 In fact, while language

from federal cases make all of the above methods potentially successful methods for establishing actual dilution, many of
them have not actually been given the imprimatur of the court by a successful plaintiff’s verdict, the major exception, of
course, being identity between the marks. Professor Robert Bird has observed that “post-Moseley trademark dilution
plaintiffs may have difficulty showing dilution by a non-identical mark.”174 Bird conducted an empirical analysis of dilution
cases that have been decided in federal courts since Moseley.175 To generate an appropriate pool of cases from which to
conduct his analysis, Bird searched all federal court decisions from March 2003 through March 2006 for cases citing
Moseley.176 He then culled the decisions to eliminate cases that provided only a negligible dilution discussion (for instance,
where the court faced a preliminary question of famousness or merely instructed a lower court to apply Moseley).177 He
marked whether each case received an infringement-favorable or dilution-favorable result, which he defined as a decision
which allowed plaintiffs to move closer to trial or a successful decision on the merits, whether it was a denial of an
opponent’s summary judgment motion or a remand to reconsider an initial dismissal by an appellate court.178 His results
indicated that out of forty-four cases, plaintiffs achieved a dilution-favorable result seventeen times, and out of these
seventeen cases, thirteen occurred when the junior mark was identical or virtually identical to the senior mark.179 Of the
remaining four, only two relied on either consumer surveys or expert testimony.180 Yet out of the twenty-seven plaintiffs
receiving a dilution-unfavorable result, thirteen were *129 criticized by the courts because the evidence they proffered merely
established an association between the two marks and nothing more.181 These results indicate that federal courts seemed to be
unsure what to require in the way of survey evidence. Plaintiffs are also still experimenting with various survey techniques
and trying to find methods that actually get at the dilution question (just as in Starbucks I and Moe’s Southwest Grill). Such
techniques have received continued academic attention.
B. Specific Survey Designs
Survey Methods

Description

Designed to Test

Exposure

One group is exposed to the junior
mark, one is not; both groups are asked
their impressions of the senior mark,
and the results are compared.182

Blurring

Benchmark

Periodic surveys of brand impression
are undertaken and previous studies are
compared with studies after the launch
of a junior mark.183

Blurring

Attribute Association

One group is exposed to the junior
mark, one is not; both groups are asked
to make associations with senior mark
and both groups are compared.184

Tarnishment

Mark Quality

One group is exposed to the junior
Tarnishment
mark, one is not; both groups are asked
to make assessment of the senior mark’s
quality and both groups are compared.185

Response Latency

One group is exposed to the junior
mark, one is not; the amount of time it
takes for each group to recognize the
senior mark is recorded and
compared.186

Blurring

Product Association

Two groups are formed, one having
knowledge of the junior mark, the other
not having knowledge. Both groups are
asked what product is associated with
the senior mark.187

Blurring

Aided Recall

Participants are asked about what
products come to mind when given a
particular product category. Responses
of participants who are aware of the
junior mark are compared with those
who do not.188

Blurring

Other Methods

Description

Designed to Test

Identity & Near Identity of the Marks

A junior identical mark carries a
presumption that it will dilute a senior
famous mark. Some courts have
interpreted this “identity” presumption
quite broadly.189

Blurring / Tarnishment

Confusion Evidence

Surveys designed to find confusion are
presented. Because strong evidence in
this category should suffice to find
likelihood of confusion, a finding of
1-15% may serve as a precursor to
dilution.190

Blurring

Non-Survey Expert Witness Analysis

Marketing and brand expert testimony.
Examples of topics include discussion
of 1) a reduction in brand equity; (2)
weakening of the strength of the senior
mark in the minds of consumers; (3)
weakening of the perception that the
senior mark stands for quality, and (4)
impact of junior mark on consumer
loyalty.191

Blurring / Tarnishment

*131 Table 1: Review of Dilution Survey and Other Proof Methods
Although proof of actual dilution is difficult to obtain via survey evidence, several designs attempt to measure the existence
of actual dilution among consumers.192 The Exposure Study method sends one group of mock consumers advertisements of
the junior user’s brand for a period of time; another group acts as the control group and receives no information relating to
the junior mark.193 Then, both groups are asked what comes to mind when the senior brand is presented.194
Another group of surveys, termed Benchmark Surveys, would have seemingly satisfied the Kellogg court. Under this survey
design, explored by Edwards and colleagues, the senior mark owner conducts two surveys--one before any potentially
dilutive product or service has entered the market and one after such product or service has appeared.195 The design
limitations of benchmark surveys may prevent their effective use in courts. For instance, Edwards et al. noted potential
measurement difficulty relating to the timing of the first benchmark and differing market conditions at the time of the
surveys.196 Theoretically, for such surveys to be useful, they must be conducted on a consistent and periodic basis.
Some survey designs distinguish between whether blurring or tarnishment is sought.197 For example, the Solicitor General’s
brief in Moseley made two suggestions for testing tarnishment.198 The first one is Attribute Association, where consumers are
asked to name attributes they associate with a particular famous mark; the results of consumers who are aware of the junior
mark are compared with those who are not.199 “If . . . [there are] fewer positive attributes or *132 more negative attributes
than consumers who are not aware of the junior mark, an inference of dilution might be warranted.”200 The second method
identified in the Moseley brief is Mark Quality, where consumers are asked about mark quality to determine whether those
consumers who are aware of a junior mark give significantly different ratings than consumers who are not aware of the
mark.201

Similarly, Morrin and Jacoby and Pullig, Simmons, and Netemeyer have tested surveys designed to capture blurring.202 These
surveys measure Response Latency in brand recognition.203 Namely, these surveys seek to determine whether the existence of
the junior mark causes a delay in the identification (or snap judgment) by the consumer of a senior mark, as measured in
actual response time (i.e., does it take longer for a consumer to think of a particular product’s attribute after being exposed to
a junior mark).204
In Product Association Surveys, two groups of people, one in which the persons have been exposed to the junior mark and
another of persons not so exposed, are asked to identify the products or goods put out under the senior mark.205 If the results
show a lower association of the mark with the goods or services or both put out under the mark’s name within the group
exposed to the junior mark, the results tend to indicate that the weakened capacity is due to the diluting affect of the junior
mark.206 This type of survey is similar to that used in Moe’s Southwest Grill, except the survey in Moe’s went even further by
trying to establish that not only do (1) consumers now associate seafood with Mo’s to a lesser extent, but that (2) they now
associate Mo’s with Mexican food.207 While the second step may be necessary to show confusion between the two food
providers, it is not necessary to establish dilution.
In Aided Recall, survey participants are guided towards the product category, but not given the name of the actual product,
service, or mark of interest.208 For instance, in unaided recall, survey questions are usually of the form, “Name all brands in
product category X that you are familiar with.”209 In Aided Recall, a *133 participant would be asked instead: “Which of the
following brands in product category X are you familiar with?”210 In one example of aided recall conducted by researchers,
groups of respondents were asked to retrieve a brand’s name after only being exposed to distinctive aspects of the brand.211
The experimenters concluded measureable dilution had occurred.212
The above methods of proof gleaned from case analysis and survey procedures, while important considerations for any
plaintiff preparing to mount an action in dilution, do not address the question of whether the courts’ application of dilution
law is leading to the results which Congress intended or whether dilution is serving any unique function at all--for that,
another inquiry is needed.
VIII. Empirical Results
A. Analysis of Bird’s Post-Moseley, Pre-TDRA Cases
When Congress adopted the original FTDA in 1995, it made clear that an action of dilution was to be distinct from
infringement.213 Congress emphasized that the “essence of dilution” was the protection of a famous mark in situations where
consumer confusion was absent.214 Commentators have noted that “[d]ilution laws are intended to address specific harms;
they are not intended to serve as mere fallback protection for trademark owners unable to prove trademark infringement.”215
Bird’s case survey provides a starting point for answering the question of whether or not courts are actually treating dilution
as it was intended by Congress216, alternatively as duplicative of infringement,217 or merely as an additional ground on which
to hold defendants liable once infringement is found.218
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Total

Percent

Type I

No

Yes

2

5%

Type II

No

No

19

43%

Type III

Yes

Yes

12

27%

Type IV

Yes

No

8

18%

* Three cases brought dilution claims without any claims of infringement (only 7%). All reached a dilution favorable result.219

*134 Table 2: Grouping of Bird’s Forty-Four Post-Moseley Dilution Cases
Considering Bird’s collection of forty-four dilution cases decided after Moseley but before the TDRA, (methods of selection

discussed supra) thirty-one contained infringement and dilution claims that either fell or stood together.220 Of the thirteen
remaining cases, only five cases reached a dilution-favorable result in the absence of any finding of likelihood of confusion
(in three of these cases, plaintiffs lodged a claim of dilution without alleging trademark infringement).221 Ironically, dilution
under an actual dilution standard, what many in the trademark community initially considered a weaker proof standard than
infringement under Moseley, appears to be an even more stringent standard as applied by the federal courts.222 In further
support of this observation is the fact that, of the forty-one cases where both dilution and infringement claims were levied,
courts reached an infringement-favorable result in twenty of those cases while reaching a dilution-favorable result in only
fourteen.223
The two Type 1 cases constitute the few cases revealed where dilution acted as the sole basis for potential liability.224 In
Estate of Ellingtown v. Gibson Piano Ventures, Inc., although the court found a majority of the likelihood of confusion
factors to weigh in favor of the defendants on the plaintiff’s infringement claim, the *135 court found blurring actionable.225
The court found evidence of an “expert report describing how, as a result of defendants’ use of the ‘Ellington’ mark, plaintiff
ha[d] lost the ability to use its mark in connection with the ‘crown jewel’ of the Duke Ellington intellectual property
rights--the piano,” sufficient for trial.226 Of Bird’s forty-four cases, this is the only case not in the Internet domain context to
come out favorably on dilution and not infringement. This could be the only post-Moseley case (not in the Internet domain
name context) where dilution served in the way it was truly intended. The other case to find dilution without infringement
was Savin.227 The Savin court did not find that consumers would likely be confused between the source of Savin Corp.’s
office supply equipment and Savin Group’s engineering services.228 Yet the court entertained plaintiff’s dilution claim, noting
that genuine issues of triable fact as to whether Savin as applied to office equipment was famous and whether or not
plaintiff’s and defendant’s use of the mark were identical (which the court reasoned under Moseley would suffice as evidence
of actual dilution).229
Of Bird’s sample, 93% of the dilution claims were coupled with a trademark infringement claim.230 Further, only a single case
was brought that sounded solely in dilution law with no other related cause of actions coupled with it (i.e., a claim under the
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA) (see Section B below) and only two cases of the entire sample of
forty-one reached a dilution-favorable result without also reaching an infringement-favorable result when both claims were
brought.231
B. Dilution and the ACPA
Interestingly, courts that have looked favorably upon dilution in the absence of claims of consumer confusion have focused
primarily on issues arising in the Internet domain name context.232 In this way, federal dilution law may be serving as a
shortcut to bypass the ACPA. In order to bring a successful claim under the ACPA, a plaintiff alleging another’s use of a
famous mark in connection with an *136 Internet domain name must establish (1) the junior user had a bad faith intent to
profit, (2) the use occurred after the senior mark became famous, and (3) the use of the mark by the defendant is identical or
confusingly similar to or dilutive of the famous mark.233 The remedy under the ACPA is a forfeiture of the domain name or a
transfer of the domain name to the senior mark holder.234 Interestingly, the ACPA seems to provide the same remedy as
dilution law, while requiring more elements to mount a successful claim.235 Under the ACPA, plaintiffs still need to establish
the famousness of the senior mark and either that the junior mark dilutes, is confusingly similar, or is identical to the senior
mark, plus an additional bad faith requirement.236 If the plaintiff can establish confusing similarity, he or she will likely
succeed in an infringement suit.237 Further, if it can be shown that the junior mark dilutes the senior mark, an injunction may
be issued.238 Dilution would seem, then, to provide an easier means for enjoining domain names similar to famous marks
without the need of establishing the defendant’s bad faith intent to profit. Plaintiffs are keen to this distinction, and many of
the Internet cases brought as a garden variety dilution claim are claims that, if brought under the ACPA, would likely not
have met the bad faith element.239 One function of dilution law in practice, then, is to provide a work-around or end-run on the
ACPA for famous marks for plaintiffs who wish to cancel a similar domain name but cannot prove a bad faith intent to profit
on the part of the defendant. For instance, in Avlon Industries v. Robinson, the court found that the defendant’s registration of
fifteen domain names involving various permutations of plaintiff Avlon’s “Keracare” mark constituted dilution of the mark.240
The products being sold by the defendant were authentic retail products originating with the plaintiff, so neither a finding of
likelihood of confusion with regard to their source or bad faith on the part of the defendant would be likely; however,
summary judgment was granted on the dilution claims.241 The plaintiff did not bring an action under the ACPA.
When dilution law is not being used to avoid the bad faith requirement in Internet domain name cases, it appears to just be
duplicative of the ACPA. In *137 Pinehurst v. Wick, Inc., for instance, the plaintiff was the holder of the trademark,

“Pinehurst Resort and Country Club,” which was used in connection with the furnishing of golf services.242 The defendants,
who were in the business of registering and selling domain names, registered the Internet domain names
“Pinehurstresort.com” and “Pinehurstresorts.com.”243 The plaintiff sued the defendants for both dilution and cybersquatting
under the FTDA and the ACPA, respectively.244 The court stated that “[t]hrough Defendants’ registration and use of their
Pinehurst domain names[,] they have reduced Plaintiff’s control over its unique association with its service marks[,] . . .
which has reduced the selling power of Plaintiff’s marks.”245 The court found violations of both the FTDA and the ACPA and
entered summary judgment for the plaintiff on both counts.246 In Nike, Inc. v. Circle Group Internet, Inc., the court found that
the defendant’s use of www.justdoit.net was confusingly similar to the plaintiff’s popular “Just Do It” slogan that consumers
had come to associate with Nike through extensive marketing efforts.247 Infringement likely would not have been found on
these facts because the defendant at no time provided goods or services in connection with the domain name--it was used
only as a redirect to another of the defendant’s websites.248 The court entered summary judgment in favor of the plaintiff on
the ACPA, however, and denied defendant’s motion to dismiss on the dilution claims.249
C. Analysis of Post-Moseley, Post-Bird, Pre-TDRA Cases
Of Bird’s cases, forty-three of forty-four--98% of the cases--coupled the dilution claim with either an infringement claim or a
claim for cybersquatting under the ACPA.250 Only two cases found dilution without finding infringement when both claims
were brought.251
In an effort to expand on Bird’s findings in the face of the 2006 Trademark Dilution Revision Act, the article includes a
review of cases from April 2006 (Bird’s analysis stopped in March 2006) to January 2007 using similar selection *138
methods to those employed by Bird.252 Dilution and infringement-favorable results were defined the same as in Bird’s
analysis. West’s popular legal search database was used to locate cases in the relevant time period that contained the words
“trademark dilution.” Sixty-two cases were found; cases were culled to eliminate results in which the only claims addressed
were state dilution claims, courts ruled on pre-trial motions with no or little analysis of the dilution claims, or the dilution
analysis played either a negligible role or no role at all towards the actual decision. Cases where the plaintiff’s mark did not
meet the famousness threshold, although included in Appendix 1, were left out of the following analysis so comparisons to
Bird’s results could be made. The final sample contained seventeen cases (all case citations are provided in Appendix 1) that
applied the 1995 FTDA and were not included in Bird’s initial sample. In all seventeen cases, plaintiffs alleged both
infringement and dilution at the district court level.
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Total

Percent

Type I

No

Yes

0

0%

Type II

No

No

3

17.5%

Type III

Yes

Yes

9

53%

Type IV

Yes

No

3

17.5%

* In two cases, although an infringement claim was also levied, the court only addressed the merits of the dilution claim. Both were dilution-favorable (12%).

Table 3: This Article’s Extended Grouping of Post-Moseley Cases253
Consistent with Bird’s results, the extended post-Moseley results indicate that courts are grabbing the sledge hammer instead
of the scalpel. In twelve of seventeen cases--71% of the cases reviewed--the dilution claims either succeeded or failed
together with claims of infringement. In Bird’s survey, 70% of the dilution claims succeeded or failed with claims of
infringement.254 There were no Type 1 cases, meaning none of the cases resulted in dilution-favorable outcomes that reached
an unfavorable infringement result. In Bird’s survey, only 2 cases (5%) were Type 1.255 Further, 64% of the cases that did
achieve a dilution-favorable result rested on the fact that the marks involved were identical. Similarly, *139 in the Bird
survey, 76% of those dilution claims that reached a favorable decision were decided on the grounds that the marks in
question were identical.256
Table 4 below combines all the actual dilution cases reviewed into one table. The combined results reveal that 71% of the

dilution claims stood or fell with their dilution claim counterparts.257 Only 12% of the cases found dilution when there was no
infringement found (which ironically is the category of cases for which dilution law was most designed to protect). Of the
dilution favorable cases, 71% were decided on the grounds that the marks were identical.
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Total

Percent

Type I

No

Yes

2

3.5%

Type II

No

No

22

36%

Type III

Yes

Yes

21

34%

Type IV

Yes

No

11

18%

* Three cases brought dilution claims without any claims of infringement; all reached a dilution-favorable result (5%).
**In two cases, although an infringement claim was also levied, the court only addressed the merits of the dilution claim. Both were dilution-favorable (3.5%).

Table 4: Combination of this Article’s and Bird’s Post-Moseley (Actual Dilution) Cases
The teachings from these cases advise that, in order to wage a successful dilution claim in federal court under the actual
dilution standard, plaintiffs fare best when the contested marks are identical and their marks are ultra-famous. These
teachings, while relevant, come from cases decided before the passage of the TDRA.
IX. Cases Applying the TDRA
Although it has only been several years since the passage of the TDRA, a sizeable amount of dilution cases have been
decided under the new Act. This article also includes a generated pool of post-TDRA cases. Federal cases from October 6,
2006 (date the TDRA was signed into law) until January 1, 2008, where courts applied the TDRA likelihood of dilution
standard, were reviewed.258 The *140 initial search revealed fifty-six cases, which were filtered to twenty-two using the same
criteria reviewed above.
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Total

Percent

Type I

No

Yes

1

4.5%

Type II

No

No

7

32%

Type III

Yes

Yes

13

59%

Type IV

Yes

No

0

0%

*In one case, although an infringement claim was also levied, the court only addressed the merits of the dilution claim. The result was dilution favorable (4.5%).

Table 5: This Article’s Post-TDRA Cases
Just as in the actual dilution cases, Type 1 cases appear to be infrequent under the likelihood of dilution standard; here there
was only one such case. Further, dilution and infringement seem to still stand or fall together; this was true in an
overwhelming 91% of the cases. What does bode well for plaintiffs under the likelihood of dilution standard is that plaintiffs
received a dilution-favorable result in 68% of the cases, as opposed to 46% of the total actual dilution cases. According to
these preliminary results, plaintiffs are approximately 22% better off under the new relaxed standard.
The one Type I case, Starbucks II (discussed supra), involved a remand by the appellate court instructing the district court to
apply the likelihood of dilution standard, as opposed to the actual dilution standard it previously applied in Starbucks I.259
Suppose, for instance, that consumers are perfectly able to keep “Charbucks” and “Starbucks” distinct in their mind, although

when consumers hear Charbucks, they think of Starbucks, and vice versa, and there is no evidence of confusion as to the
source or affiliation of products. Let us further assume that due to the shoddy quality of Charbucks coffee and coffee
products, consumers subconsciously demand less Starbucks because of its association to Charbucks. There is no evidence
that can tie the lost sales directly to the introduction of the Charbucks brand since it can be argued that general market forces
are the culprit (i.e., either there was a general decrease in coffee demanded by consumers around the same time Charbucks
opened for business or there was a loss of sales through competitive forces). We know that, under an actual dilution standard,
this is not *141 enough.260 But would evidence of negative consumer perception of Charbucks be enough to establish dilution
of Starbucks under the TDRA? Would substantial loss of sales occurring with the entry of Charbucks into the market and
proof that consumers have a negative association with products from Mr. Charbucks be enough to create an inference of
dilution under a likelihood of dilution standard? It certainly would follow that negative consumer perception of Charbucks
would damage the goodwill and brand reputation of Charbucks itself--but does that necessarily imply a weakening of the
capacity of the Starbucks mark to identify and distinguish its goods and services? Would the answer to this turn on how
strong the association was between the two brands? Or to what degree Charbucks coffee was determined to be of inferior or
lesser quality than Starbucks coffee?
Starbucks III, which addressed the remand from the appellate court instructing the district court to apply the TDRA, may
answer some of these questions.261 The district court still did not find a likelihood of dilution under the TDRA between Mr.
Charbucks and Starbucks.262 Regarding tarnishment, the court considered the statistics presented above, but reasoned that the
fact that 62% of those who associate Starbucks and Charbucks have negative impressions of Charbucks “says nothing,
however, about the likelihood that those respondents’ negative impressions of a coffee called ‘Charbucks’ would affect
detrimentally their perception of Starbucks. It would be just as reasonable to conclude that their negative impressions of a
hypothetical coffee named “Charbucks” were based on their strong allegiance to Starbucks.”263 The court sought stronger
evidence that the negative impression of Charbucks would somehow affect Starbucks’ reputation or capacity to identify and
sell their products.264 In other words, the provided statistic did not foreclose the possibility that those who had a negative
impression of Charbucks would limit those perceptions to the Charbucks brand and not the Starbucks brand. Further, the
court found it relevant that Starbucks was not able to prove that Charbucks was of shoddy quality.265 The court stated that “the
record lacks sufficient evidence of inferior quality to sustain Plaintiff’s burden of demonstrating that the association of
Defendant’s mark with Plaintiff’s is likely to harm the reputation of Plaintiff’s marks.”266
*142 On the blurring claim, the court determined that the marks were not similar enough to merit a finding of dilution.267 The
court stated that the
Defendant’s marks appear on packaging very different from that used by Starbucks. There is no evidence that Defendant uses
‘Charbucks’ as a standalone term. Rather, it is used with ‘Mr.’ or ‘Mister’ on Defendant’s distinctive packaging or in product
lists. For these reasons, the marks at issue here are not substantially similar. This dissimilarity alone is sufficient to defeat
Plaintiff’s blurring claim.268
As long as we are not in a Scenario 1 situation269 and some of the negative attitudes exhibited towards Charbucks are held by
customers who actually mentally associate the two brands, then it is possible that Charbucks’s negative attributes are
beginning to spill over to Starbucks and some sort of subliminal dilution is occurring.
This raises the point as to whether association and consumers’ negative impressions together are enough, assuming
significant strength, to show dilution under the TDRA, which indicates only that there must be some “impair [ment] of the
distinctiveness of the famous mark.”270 It is at least possible that courts will find mere association “plus” negative impression
creates a presumption of impairment under the TDRA (although this did not satisfy the Starbucks III court). However, it is
more likely that courts will require an additional link (just as Starbucks III suggested) connecting the bad impressions of the
junior brand to some cognizable affect on the senior brand’s reputation or capacity to identify since such proof may be above
and beyond what the new statutory factors require the court to review. However, further cases are needed to flesh out these
exact boundaries with regard to proof under the TDRA.
At least one court has hinted in dicta that mere witness conjecture may be enough to meet the likelihood of dilution test.271
Yet, it is also important to keep in mind that even though the standard has been lowered, establishing evidentiary sufficiency,
even under the likelihood standard, is essential to succeed on a dilution claim. In Autozone, Inc. v. Strick, the court was faced
with infringement and dilution claims levied by AutoZone, an operator of quick-oil-change businesses, against Strick, a
competitor using the names “Oil Zone” and “Wash Zone” for its *143 goods and services.272 The court held that plaintiff
failed to show that confusion or dilution existed between plaintiff’s “AutoZone” mark and defendant’s “Oil Zone” and

“Wash Zone” marks.273 The court recognized the change in the dilution standard, stating that the FTDA now makes clear that
a “plaintiff can have a successful dilution claim regardless of whether it can show actual or likely confusion.”274 However, the
court noted that the plaintiff still bears the burden of showing “at least a likelihood of dilution” and that, even with a change
of the law favoring plaintiffs, AutoZone did not met its burden because it provided no evidence that had any bearing on the
dilution question.275
A. “Identity” as a Buzzword under the TDRA
As the statutory text reminds, “‘dilution by blurring’ is association arising from the similarity between a mark or trade name
and a famous mark that impairs the distinctiveness of the famous mark.”276 The TDRA itself does not require that the marks
in question be identical or near identical.277 In fact, it makes clear that the marks need not be identical by urging that “[t]he
degree of similarity between the mark or trade name and the famous mark[] is one factor of several for establishing
dilution.”278 Despite this wording, courts often use strong language in asserting a preference for near identity between the
marks.279 This appears to be the courts using “identity” as a term of art, however, and not identity under its literal dictionary
definition. For instance, in Jada Toys Inc. v. Mattel, Inc., the court stated that “the mark used by the alleged diluter must be
identical, or nearly identical, to the protected mark.”280 Yet the court found that “Hot Rigz” diluted the “Hot Wheels” mark,
two clearly non-identical terms.281 Courts, then, appear to be using identity as a buzzword for degree of similarity.
*144 B. Degree of Similarity as an Indicator for How Much Additional Proof Needed under TDRA Claims
The degree of similarity of the marks is a crucial factor and does dictate how much additional proof a court will require--the
less identical two marks are, the more evidence a court wishes to see before finding dilution.282 In Jada Toys, the court
considered evidence from two surveys.283 In the first survey, participants were exposed to “Hot Rigz” and asked who they
believe “puts out or makes” the toy with that name.284 28% indicated it was Mattel or a company with Mattel’s permission.285
In a second survey, respondents were shown a “Hot Rigz” package and asked who they thought put out the product.286 7%
said Mattel or the same company that produced Hot Wheels.287 The court found the surveys did more than associate one mark
with another; they created the impression that Mattel either produced or allowed the production of “Hot Rigz.”288 The court
found this evidence satisfied the likelihood of dilution standard, even though the marks were clearly not identical.289 On the
other hand, perfect identity of the marks often leads to a presumption of dilution; this is commonly seen in counterfeiting
cases.290
Yet, the majority of dilution claims involve similar, but non-identical, marks being used in the same or related industry.291 In
Eldorado Stone, LLC v. Renaissance Stone, Inc., the plaintiff manufactured home and building facades.292 Several Eldorado
Stone employees defected from Eldorado and started a competing business called Renaissance Stone.293 Defendants made
products similar to the plaintiff’s in style and name.294 One design at issue was Renaissance’s “Rustic Ledge Saratoga,” which
the plaintiff alleged diluted Eldorado’s “Rustic Stone *145 Belmont.”295 In upholding a jury verdict finding dilution, the court
relied on expert testimony from a construction specialist who worked regularly with stone veneer products and had
twenty-seven years of experience in masonry.296 He testified that
I am advised that Renaissance Stone is offering a product called “Rustic Stone” and “Cliffledge.” Over the years I have come
to know and work with Eldorado’s Rustic Ledge and Cliffstone products, I believe that when ordering products, an architect
or builder could easily be confused by the names selected by Renaissance Stone. “Rustic” is not a color or a type of stone,
rather it is a term that, in the stone veneer industry, I immediately associate with Eldorado’s product.297
The court found regarding the expert testimony that “[s]uch evidence supports the jury’s finding of a likelihood of
dilution.”298
C. A Paragon among TDRA Cases (Nike v. Nikepal)
Nike, Inc. v. Nikepal International, Inc. provides a textbook case of a straightforward application of the likelihood of dilution
standard under the TDRA.299 Nike sued the user of the mark “Nikepal.com,” claiming their use of the word Nike in their mark
Nikepal used in connection with medical supplies was likely to dilute the Nike mark.300
The court looked to Nike’s advertising budget, sales, and notoriety as expressed via expert witnesses and periodicals about

famous brands and found that Nike met the famousness requirement.301 The court then reviewed the factors listed under the
TDRA: (1) it found there was a high degree of similarity between the marks; (2) it used the traditional sliding scale to
determine the degree of distinctiveness that inhered within the mark and found that, at the very least, the mark was suggestive
and therefore inherently distinctive; (3) it found that Nike enjoyed “substantially exclusive use” of the mark (although there
were several other third parties using the mark, the court reasoned “substantially exclusive” does not mean totally exclusive);
(4) it found a high degree of recognition based on millions of Nike products being sold; (5) it found that there may have been
nefarious intent on the part of the NikePal mark creator, in that he claimed to have *146 flipped to a page in the dictionary
and added pal to the word--the court did not find this testimony credible; and (6) the court found an actual association
between the two marks based on Nike products being offered on some unused domain names NikePal had registered and on a
survey that asked managers at labs (most responsible for ordering laboratory equipment) what, if anything, came to mind
when they heard NikePal, 87% said Nike.302 This formulaic approach of applying the provided TDRA statutory factors is
noted in several recent cases applying the likelihood of dilution standard and appears to be the current trend for TDRA
dilution analysis.303
Nike also may be a case that would have come out differently on an infringement analysis since here the channels of
distribution differed, the sophistication of the consumers differed, the products differed, the marks were not actually identical,
and the evidence did not show actual confusion. The court, however, did not reach the infringement claim.304
The survey evidence only served to establish a mental association between the two marks and did not ask any questions
aimed at establishing diminished effectiveness of the mark to identify its goods.305 It relied on the survey evidence to establish
association and its inherent distinctiveness.306 Nike then relied on customer notoriety, substantially exclusive use, and
similarity of the marks to establish the additional “plus” needed to satisfy the new dilution statute.307
D. Likelihood of Dilution under the TDRA is an Association “Plus” Standard
As was seen in the actual dilution cases, confusion over what is required to prove a certain standard leads to confusion among
litigants, lawyers, and judges. For non-identical marks, the bar was set higher than most plaintiffs could meet and, in many
cases, these were the same plaintiffs who the drafters of the original FTDA intended to embrace.
None of the factors listed under the TDRA require a probing review into harm or potential harm. Rather, the factors look to
similarity of the marks themselves and use of the marks in order to presume harm. Not a single prong suggests a review of
elaborate empirical evidence or consumer surveys seeking to find diminution of brand value. At most, Factor 6 suggests a
consumer survey inquiring *147 into general association between the marks.308 The factors merely look to readily
ascertainable features of the marks. The TDRA looks to the (1) similarity of the marks, (2) degree of distinctiveness of the
famous mark, (3) extent to which the famous mark holder exclusively uses the mark, (4) degree recognition of the famous
mark, (5) junior mark user’s intent in using the mark, and (6) actual association between the marks.309
Although not directly flowing from the text of the TDRA, cases decided under the statute on the whole seem to suggest an
association plus test.310 In other words, successful plaintiffs must first clearly establish a mental association between their
senior mark and the junior mark. Once such association is established, a “plus” factor is then needed. There appears to be a
variety of ways to establish such a plus factor. For instance, it may come from a presumption after weighing the listed factors
under the TDRA as in Nikepal,311 testimony of some product confusion as in Eldorado Stone,312 weak survey evidence
showing that 7% of consumers are confused as to a products source as in Jada Toys,313 or complete identity of the marks as in
Diane Von Furstenberg Studio.314
Association can be established in a variety of ways, such as consumer surveys empirically measuring association.315
Association can also often be presumed from the closeness of the marks.316 The closer to identical the marks are, the less need
there is for additional evidence.317
*148 X. Common Categories and General Trends among Dilution Cases
The TDRA sample of cases revealed that, under the likelihood standard, courts presumed dilution due to identity of the marks
in only 13% of the cases.318 Courts were also about 20% more willing to dismiss for failure to meet the famousness
requirement.319 Under the actual dilution standard, courts dismissed for failure to meet famousness about 37% of the time, and

67% of the trademark-favorable results were due to a finding of identical marks.320 The 54% decrease in finding dilution
based on identity of the marks between the two standards could indicate that courts are taking advantage of the likelihood of
dilution standard’s leniency. Also, courts are willing to consider other probative factors at higher rates--factors that courts
were not previously receptive to when Moseley was the law.321 Rather than considering circumstantial evidence of harm,
courts under Moseley often preferred to stretch the definition of “identical” to find similar marks “identical” to fit within the
Moseley blueprint.322 Under the TDRA, this approach is not needed to meet the statutory language.323
Marks

Industry

Actual Dilution Success (n=58)

Likelihood Dilution Success (n=22)

Sig*

Total Cases

Identical

Same/Similar

64%

81%

N

36 (34+2)

Counterfeiting

86%

-

-

9

Expired Distribution Agreement, Unauthorized
Redistribution/Repacking

86%

80%

N

12

Fair Use (Nominative/Metatag, Parody), First
Sale/Refurbish

36%

100%

N

14

Identical

Different

67%

-

-

7

Similar

Same/Similar

8%

75%

Y

17

Similar

Different

0%

33%

N

10

Trade Dress Dilution

67%

67%

N

9

Cybersquatting

-

-

-

1

Misc Categories

*Change in percentage statistically significant at a 99% confidence level

*149 Table 6: Dilution Claims Common Categories and Favorable Verdict Rates under Actual Dilution and
Likelihood of Dilution Standards of Proof
In reviewing the cases outlined in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, common trends in the types of dilution claims brought are
noticeable. Dilution claims typically came in one of about six different varieties: (1) identical marks used in same or similar
industry (counterfeiting, unauthorized distribution, repackaging, or normative fair use), (2) identical marks used in a different
industry, (3) similar marks used in the same or a similar industry, (4) similar marks used in a different industry, (5) trade
dress dilution, and (6) cybersquatting.
Because the final sample included only twenty-two cases decided under the likelihood of dilution standard, many of the
categories displayed in Table 6 under the likelihood of dilution standard did not contain enough cases to calculate meaningful
percentages or draw statistically significant comparisons. They did, however, reveal some preliminary trends that can be
verified as more cases are decided under the newer standard.324 Cases under the actual dilution standard produced a more
systematic distribution; all categories included six to thirteen cases, with the exception of cybersquatting. Percentages for any
category that contained two or less cases were not included. The cybersquatting category only included one case; this case
involved the registering of many variants of the plaintiff’s mark and then immediately seeking to sell these websites.325 Trade
dress cases enjoyed a relatively high and unchanged success rate between the two standards. These cases usually involved
plaintiffs challenging some design aspect *150 of a competing product, such as the number of stripes in a particular shoe
design,326 the style of intertwined letters on handbags,327 or stitching on the back pocket of blue jeans.328 Identity between the
marks is rarely an issue in trade dress cases; it is the degree of similarity between the designs that has always been the key
factor.329 Therefore, the change in proof standards between the TDRA and FTDA was not likely to drastically affect results in
the trade dress category and appears, so far, not to have.
A. Category A: Identical Mark Used in a Similar Industry
Under both an actual dilution and likelihood of dilution standard, the cases in which plaintiffs fared best were cases where an

identical mark was used in the same or a similar industry.330 It is likely that the success rate is due mainly to the fact that, in
many of these cases, dilution appeared to merely serve as additional support for a direct action in trademark infringement. In
a series of cases brought by Lorillard Tobacco Co., the plaintiff levied dilution and infringement claims against activity by
the defendants who appeared to be blatantly counterfeiting its “Newport” brand cigarettes.331 Counterfeiting is an issue
specifically addressed in the remedies for trademark infringement section of the Lanham Act,332 and it has been a harm
traditionally remedied under infringement and not dilution law.333 Further, traditional breach of contract claims were often
also backed with dilution and infringement claims whenever intellectual property was at issue.334 At least some courts were
keen to such attempts and did not seem particularly impressed with these types of claims (e.g., as one court ruled, “The
Plaintiffs have attempted to morph a breach of contract case into one for trademark infringement. The Court, *151 however,
finds the Plaintiffs’ attempt unavailing, and their claim for trademark infringement is hereby [dismissed].”)335
Another popular breed of dilution cases in this category arose out of attempts by plaintiffs to control how a competitor or
third party can refer to its brand. Often the competitor or third party was merely using the trademark to refer to the underlying
product or service for purely descriptive purposes.336 For example, State Farm Insurance sued a repair shop for dilution
because it used the following phrase: “We Handle State Farm Claims, See Us First! Lifetime Warranty.”337
B. Category B: Identical Mark Used in a Different Industry
When Frank Schecter, dilution law’s founder, first explained his theory, its purpose was to stop improper consumer
associations that resulted from unauthorized use of ultra-famous brands on new products or services.338 In this way, the
original conceptualization of dilution was designed to afford protection to the group of cases in the current category, identical
marks in a different industry. Yet, out of all eighty-one cases surveyed between both standards listed in Table 6, this category
contained only seven total cases-- the smallest out of any category on the table (aside from cybersquatting). Ironically, the
category of cases dilution was actually designed to protect seems to be the least frequent beneficiary. The silver lining is that
for plaintiffs who did bring such claims, they succeeded 67% of the time, which is the second highest dilution favorable rate
for any category listed in Table 6.
C. Category C: Similar Mark Used in a Similar Industry
Category C may be where the real story is with regard to a change in the legal standard. In Category C cases,
dilution-favorable results increased from 8% to 75%. This 67% increase was the only statistically significant percent change
listed *152 in Table 6.339 Under an actual dilution standard, closely related but non-identical marks used in a related industry
were difficult cases to prove for the reasons discussed above, particularly since plaintiffs often did not enjoy the Moseley
identity presumption.340 The early cases reveal that similarly-situated plaintiffs are faring better under a likelihood of dilution
standard for these types of cases.341
D. Category D: Similar Mark Used in a Different Industry
The two categories where non-identical marks are at issue, Categories C and D, revealed extremely low dilution-favorable
rates under an actual dilution standard. In fact, in zero of seven cases where similar marks were used in different industries
did the courts find that dilution occurred. Such a finding may comport with the traditional concept of dilution law; using a
similar mark in a different field was never intended to be actionable under dilution law.342 Some examples of cases in this
category include a suit by the owners of the mark “Autozone” in connection with automobiles and related equipment against
the mark “Powerzone” used on electronics,343 “Toucan Sam” used in connection with cereal against “Toucan Gold” used in
connection with golf equipment,344 and “Monster” used on audio-visual equipment versus “Monster Garage” used as a
television show name where teams turn garage junk into working machines.345
Overall, the further the plaintiffs’ fact patterns got from a fact pattern likely to support a trademark infringement result,
namely identical marks used in a similar industry, the worse dilution plaintiffs fared. A switch from an actual to a likelihood
standard of proof had the most effect on categories where non-identical but similar *153 marks were at issue. When similar
marks were used in a similar industry or even a completely different industry, plaintiffs had improved results under a
likelihood standard.346
Looking at the entire sample of cases, plaintiffs achieved infringement-favorable results 56% of the time under a likelihood

of confusion standard. Cases decided under an actual dilution achieved a dilution-favorable result for plaintiffs 41% of the
time and under likelihood of dilution 65% of the time. The results show a trend that out of these three standards: actual
dilution is the hardest standard for plaintiffs to prove, followed by likelihood of confusion and then likelihood of dilution (the
least demanding on plaintiffs).
Finally, this article includes a frequency analysis over the past twelve years since Congress has made dilution actionable.347
The results indicate that each year since the initial passage of the FTDA, there has been a steady increase in dilution cases
addressed by the federal judiciary, with a peak of about 103 to 109 cases between 2000 and 2002. After Moseley, the
numbers began to modestly decline, hitting a six-year low in 2004. The TDRA appears to have spurred up dilution claims
again: in 2006 and 2007, more dilution claims have been filed than in any year since dilution has been made actionable by
Congress. Any litigation deterrence effect as a result of Moseley’s actual dilution standard seems to have been eviscerated.
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Diagram 4: Yearly Number of Federal Trademark Dilution Cases
*154 XI. Conclusion
From 1995 until 2002, dilution law developed under a hodge-podge of federal legal standards, some requiring a showing of
actual harm, while others were satisfied with circumstantial factors. Then, in 2003, Moseley established “actual dilution” as
the law of the land, but did not shed light on the type of evidence required to succeed under this standard.348 Under Moseley,
some courts embraced new survey techniques and expert testimony designed to capture dilutive effects; however, the
majority of courts grew weary of these efforts and preferred to see a defendant’s use of an identical or near-identical mark as
the method of showing actual dilution, sticking closely to the text of Moseley.349 Next, in 2006, the TDRA relaxed the
standard of proof by setting out, in straightforward language, the elements required for both blurring and tarnishment actions
(and explicitly recognizing each), and the Act cleared up confusion over the question of local fame.350 This change provided
apparent stability in a previously tumultuous legal landscape and resulted in a noticeable spike in dilution litigation.351
Federal courts, under all of the various dilution standards, have found it exceedingly difficult to keep the conceptual
differences and legal functions of dilution and infringement distinct.352 It is clear that sufficient evidence of confusion should,
on its face, satisfy any question of whether or not dilution is occurring (assuming the preliminary requirements, i.e., fame and
use in commerce, are met), but that confusion is not necessary for such a showing of dilution.353 This is a distinction courts
appear to have trouble making.354 The conceptual muddying of confusion and dilution standards has contributed to the
difficulty plaintiffs have experienced in providing sufficient proof to establish dilution.
Although courts prefer evidence of actual confusion, in the situations where there is no confusion evidence, courts have to be
the most cautious when analyzing a dilution claim. In these situations, courts should employ scalpel analysis since these are
the very cases where potential harm lurks that can mature into full-blown consumer confusion if dismissed prematurely. It is
in these situations, where confusion evidence is non-existent or weak, that courts must sensitively look at other circumstantial
factors for evidence of a weakened capacity to identify. There are many techniques that have been used in order to establish
dilution, including a plethora of survey methods, expert testimony, similarity of the marks, and *155 circumstantial factors
evident in the marketplace.355 Even though many of these approaches did not meet the rigid actual dilution requirement,356
under the new likelihood of dilution standard, their previous failure may translate into newfound success and plaintiffs should
not hesitate to re-test these methods under the new, relaxed TDRA standard.
Courts appear to be applying the new TDRA standard as basically an association-plus test, where there must be (1) a root
association between the two marks and (2) some “additional plus” factor gleaned from some combination of the above
techniques.357 No evidence of harm must be demonstrated.358
Since the TDRA is a recent advancement in the law, further research is needed as new cases are decided to fully substantiate
the claims raised herein. However, preliminary empirical results indicate that plaintiffs under the TDRA will fare better than
before, especially when attacking non-identical but similar marks used in the same or similar industry, and overall that
plaintiffs can expect more favorable treatment from courts under the new likelihood of dilution standard. Such results breathe
new life into dilution law. By opening the door further to successful outcomes in connection with challenging similar marks
in related fields, dilution law is expanding under the TDRA. Rather than merely serving as backup claims to primary

infringement and ACPA actions, which appeared to be happening under actual dilution, with the TDRA, Congress may have
finally designed dilution law to provide plaintiffs with an independent purpose.
*156 Appendix 1: Likelihood of Dilution Case Table (Split across pages)
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
TI Favorable Result

TD Favorable Result

Y

Y

Identical marks plus evidence of
consumer confusion.

A3

No ruling363

Y

Plaintiff has pleaded successfully all
the elements of a dilution claim, but
on remand, plaintiff must show
actual dilution.

M1

Y

Y

Questions of fact existed as to
whether “actual dilution” was
caused.

A3

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A1

Case Name

Court Level

Court Reasoning Addressing
Dilution Claim

Category

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

“Top” and Spinning Top Logo

“Fresh-Top Canister”

5

Top Tobacco, L.P. v. North Atlantic
Operating Co., Inc.364

Dist.

6

Nautilus Group, Inc. v. Icon Health &
Fitness, Inc.365

Dist.

“Bowflex”

“CrossBow”

7

Fuel Clothing Co., Inc. v. Safari Shirt
Co.366

Dist.

“Fuel”

“Fuel” and “Fuel: Surf Skate Moto”

8

Texas Tech University v. Spiegelberg367

“Double T,” “Red Raiders,” “Masked
Rider,” “Raider Red,” “Wreck ‘em Texas
Tech,” and “Raiderland”

“Wreck ‘em Tech,” “Raiderland,” and
“Raider Red”

9

Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Yazan’s Service
Plaza, Inc.368

“Newport”

“Newport”

Dist.

Dist.

TI Favorable Result

TD Favorable Result

Court Reasoning Addressing
Dilution Claim

Category

N

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

Y369

N

No evidence of actual “confusion”
was presented (the court specifically
mentioned survey evidence).

C

Y

N

Failed to prove famousness and no
evidence of actual dilution shown.

X

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A2

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A1

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
TI Favorable Result

TD Favorable Result

Court Reasoning Addressing
Dilution Claim

Category

Y

Y

Identical marks.

B

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A1

N

N

Plaintiff failed to show that
defendant “used” the plaintiff’s
mark under the meaning of the
Lanham Act.

A3

N

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

Y

N

No actual dilution shown (no
consumer surveys and mark not
identical). The court did find that
likelihood of dilution was shown.

C

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
TI Favorable Result

TD Favorable Result

Court Reasoning Addressing
Dilution Claim

Category

N

N

Repackaged products were genuine,
no evidence they were linked to
shoddy products or portrayed in an
unwholesome context.

A2

Y

N

Survey evidence not sufficient.
Plaintiff has not shown the
defendant’s use of a similar mark
has “reduce[d] the capacity of
[plaintiff’s] mark to identify”
clothing and other goods
manufactured by plaintiff.

C

Y

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

?379

Y

Eames designs acquired
distinctiveness sufficient for an
FTDA claim.380

M1

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
TI Favorable Result

TD Favorable Result

Court Reasoning Addressing

Category

Dilution Claim
Y

Y

Sufficient actual dilution was shown
to create an issue of fact. Expert
opinion showed defendant’s use (1)
reduced brand equity within the
footwear market; (2) affected the
strength of the mark negatively in
the minds of consumers; (3)
eviscerated the perception of the
mark as signifying quality and a
premium product; and (4) impacted
consumer loyalty associated with
the mark.

M1

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A1

N

N

Plaintiff offered no indication that it
is likely to prove actual dilution of
its trademark.

C

Category breakdown for Bird’s cases (cases correspond to the case numbers given in Bird’s Table 1)
A: # 24
A1: # 23, 32, 33, 41, 42
A2: # 22, 25, 28, 34, 39
A3: # 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 20, 36, 38
B: # 3, 5, 17, 31
C: 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 15, 16, 21, 26, 44
D: 7, 10, 19, 27, 30, 37, 40
Misc (Trade Dress): 18, 29, 35
Misc (Cyber Squatting): 43

*167 KEY
Category

Explanation

A

Identical Mark Used in Similar Industry

A1

Counterfeiting

A2

Unauthorized Distribution

A3

Fair Use

B

Identical Marks Used in a Different Industry

C

Similar Marks Used in a Similar Industry

D

Similar Marks Used in a Different Industry

M1

Tradedress Dilution

M2

Cybersquatting

X Symbol denotes a case excluded from the analysis because it did not meet the threshold famousness requirement.

*168 Appendix 2: Actual Dilution Case Table (Split across pages)
Case Name

Court Level

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

1

Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute
Diggity Dog, LLC384

App.

“Louis Vuitton”

“Chewy Vuitton”

2

Starbucks II385

App.

“Starbucks”

“Mister Charbucks” or “Mr. Charbucks”

3

Adidas America, Inc. v. Payless
Shoesource, Inc.386

Dist.

Three-stripe trademark and Superstar trade dress

Two- and four-stripe footwear

4

Componentone, L.L.C. v. Componentart,
Inc.387

Dist.

“ComponentOne”

“Component-Art”

Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

N

N

The use of famous marks in
parodies was found not to cause a
loss of distinctiveness.

D

N

Y388

Case remanded for the district
court to apply the proper standard
under the TDRA.

C

Y

Y

Court found Adidas submitted
sufficient evidence to create a
genuine issue of material fact as to
actual dilution under the FTDA.
Therefore, Adidas had necessarily
satisfied the lesser standard of
likelihood of dilution under the
TDRA.

M1

(unclear if claim was brought)

N

Failed to prove famousness.

Case Name
5

Biosafe-One, Inc. v. Hawks

389

Dilution Reasoning

Category

X

Court Level

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

Dist.

“biosafeone.com”

“newtech-bio.com”

6

State Farm Mutual Auto. Insurance Co. v.
Sharon Woods Collision Center, Inc.390

7

Grand Heritage Management, LLC v.
Murphy391

8

S&L Vitamins, Inc. v. Australian Gold,
Inc.392 [#]

9

World Triathlon Corp., Inc. v. Dawn
Syndicated Productions393

Dist.

“State Farm” + Red Ink Trade Dress

“We Handle State Farm Claims, See Us First! Lifetime
Warranty”

“Grand Heritage Management”

“Grand Heritage,” “GHRC,” and use of
“Grand Heritage” e-mail accounts.

Dist.

“AG Tanning Lotion” products and marks

AG’s Products using AG’s Marks

Dist.

“Ironman,” “Ironman Triathlon,” and
“Ironman Triathlon World Championship”

“Ironman” in connection with a dating
reality show.

Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Dilution Reasoning

Category

N

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

Y

Y

Issues of fact remain as to fair use
both as a defense to infringement
and as a protected use under the
dilution statute.

A3

Y

Y

Dilution is actionable, regardless
of the presence or absence of
actual or likely confusion, of
competition, or of actual economic
injury.

A2

Y

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

N

N

Plaintiff failed to demonstrate that
there was a likelihood that a
consumer would form a different
impression of plaintiff’s products
due to defendant’s limited use of
the word “Ironman.”

B

Case Name

Court Level

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

10

Registrar Accreditation Board, Inc. v.
Keneally394

Dist.

RAB accredited certificates

RAB accredited certificates

11

Nike Inc. v. Nikepal International, Inc.395

Dist.

“Nike”

“Nikepal”

12

Diane Von Furstenberg Studio v. Snyder396

Dist.

Diane Von Furstenberg Studio (“DVF”)
marks

Diane Von Furstenberg Studio (“DVF”)
Marks

13

Eldorado Stone, LLC v. Renaissance
Stone, Inc.397

Dist.

“Cliffston,” “Rustic Ledge,” and other Eldorado marks

“Cliffledge,” “Rustic Stone,” and other marks similar to P’s

14

Verilux, Inc. v. Hahn398

Dist.

registered trademarks.

“Sunshine in a Box,” “Sunshine
Simulator,” “Sunshine in a Lamp,” and
“Sunshine Lamp”

Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Y

Y

“Indoor Sunshine”

Dilution Reasoning
Factual questions remain whether
dilution of RAB’s marks occurred

Category
A2

or was likely.
(Court did not reach)

Y

Applied factors under the TDRA
and found likelihood of dilution.

D

Y

Y

Identical marks.

A1

Y

Y

Eldorado presented sufficient
evidence to show that
Renaissance’s conduct lessened the
capacity of Eldorado’s marks to
identify and distinguish its
products. Court relied on testimony
of actual confusion from those
with knowledge of the industry.

C

N

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Dilution Reasoning

Category

N (mark generic)

N

Court found “Raaga” was not a
distinctive mark; also Vista failed
to demonstrate that its “Raaga”
mark was well-known throughout
the country.

A

Y

Y

Use of the mark on goods
commonly associated with
narcotics was likely to tarnish.

A1

N

N

Defendant’s globe logo was found
not likely to diminish the capacity
of the Pan Am Globe logo to
identify and distinguish goods and
services.

M1

N

N

Failed to prove famousness, and no
competent evidence of likelihood
of dilution of the plaintiff’s mark
by reason of defendant’s activities
was presented.

X

Case Name

Court Level

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

19

Nacco Materials Handling Group, Inc. v.
Lilly Co.403

Dist.

“Yale” (R) marks

“Yale” (R) marks

20

Dan-Foam A/S v. Brand Named Beds,
LLC404

Dist.

“Tempur-Pedic”

“Tempur-Pedic”

21

Jarrito, Inc. v. Los Jarritos405

Dist.

“Jarritos”

“Los Jarritos”

22

Cosi, Inc. v. WK Holdings, LLC406

Dist.

“Cosi” and “Cosi Corners”

“Kozy’s” and “Kozy’s Corner”

23

Hamzik v. Zale Corp./Delaware407

Dist.

“The Dating Ring”

“Dating Ring” (in meta tags)

24

Google Inc. v. American Blind &
Wallpaper408

Dist.

Sale through AdWords program.
“American Blind,” “American Blinds,”
and “Americanblinds.com”

“American Blind” and “American Blinds”

Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Dilution Reasoning

Category

N

N

Plaintiff has attempted to morph a
breach of contract case into one for
trademark infringement. The
“Toyota” name was found not to
be a junior mark, which would
lessen the ability of Yale to
identify its own goods. “Toyota”
was found itself to be a separate
famous mark.

A2

Y

Y

Identity of marks creates a
presumption of actual dilution.

A2

N

N

Failed to prove famousness in the
US.

X

[not ruled on]

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

Y

?

Failed to prove famousness.

X

Y

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Dilution Reasoning

Category

Y

Y

Defendant was found to have
infringed on plaintiff’s trademarks
by producing blue jeans and Capri
pants that were confusing similar
to those produced by LS & Co. In
sum, plaintiff showed defendant’s
use was likely to dilute.

M1

Y

Y

Unlike cases involving permissible
parodies, this case involves
products and services that are
similar and are in competition;
therefore, likelihood of dilution
was established by plaintiff.

A3

Y

Y

Enough evidence of dilution
presented.

A2

N

N

Failed to prove famousness.

X

N

N

Even with the law favoring the
plaintiff, no evidence of likelihood
of dilution was shown.

C

N

N

No reasonable jury could mentally
associate the marks. In addition,
the marks are not likely to dilute
(applying the TDRA factors).

D

Case Name

Court Level

Claimed Established Mark

Allegedly Infringing Mark

31

Software Publishers Ass’n v. Scott &
Scott, LLP415

Dist.

“SIIA”

“thesiia.com,” “siiaaudit.com,”
“siiaaudits.com,” and “siiadefense.com.”

32

Jada Toys Inc. v. Mattel, Inc.416

App.

“Hot Wheels”

“Hot Rigz”

Infringement Favorable Result

Dilution Favorable Result

Dilution Reasoning

Y

Y

Plaintiff’s complaint sufficiently
pleads the requisite elements.

A3

Y

Y

A reasonable trier of fact could
conclude that the survey evidence
presented by plaintiff was
sufficient to establish the existence
of a likelihood of dilution. Court
cites TDRA factors for dilution
and famousness.

C
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Category

Explanation

A

Identical Mark Used in Similar Industry

A1

Counterfeiting

A2

Unauthorized Distribution

A3

Fair Use

B

Identical Marks Used in a Different Industry

C

Similar Marks Used in a Similar Industry

D

Similar Marks Used in a Different Industry

M1

Trade Dress Dilution

M2

Cybersquatting

Category

X Symbol denotes a case excluded from the analysis because it did not meet the threshold famousness requirement.
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